OTSAW’s solution to last mile delivery

Watch video

Solving Last Mile
Delivery Challenges

Improving Supply
Chain Logistics

Improving Customer
Experience

Solving the LastMile Challenge
Last Mile Delivery represents over 50% over
the total cost of shipping. Regardless of
whether packages originate from a
warehouse or local mail center, the final
delivery from local distribution center to
delivery address is the most expensive part
of that packages’ trip.
With global parcel deliveries increasing, the
burden on the shipping industry and the
cost to the consumer is only set to increase.
Camello is our answer to this issue. With
an autonomous robotic solution to
handle last-mile deliveries, supply chain
management can prioritize manpower in
other areas, working towards higher
efficiencies and lower costs.

Carries up to
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disinfection within
compartments
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running time

Secure

delivery by app or
OTP authentication

Creating value

For the Customer
• Better quality of delivery as compared to
human drivers
• Contactless handling, no spillages, items
arrive intact.
• No Peak Hour charges
• In-compartment camera & video
recording enhances security of items
• In-compartment sterilization boosts
customer’s confidence in their delivery
provider

Creating value

For your Company
• Positive impact of consumer perception by
being a tech-early adopter
• Draw attention to your mall/community.
• Differentiate from other malls/residentials.
• Reduce carbon footprint, eliminating
inefficiencies of the Last Mile
• RaaS (robot-as-a-service) model is all
inclusive, covering everything from
machinery, setup, maintenance, support
• Advertisement spaces, mobility aspect and
true proximity targeting of Camello provides
a wide reach and high impression rates
intersecting both pedestrians and vehicle
travellers along path to purchase, boosting
brand usage experience and revenues

How Camello works to your advantage

Reduced Reliance on
Labour

Cost Saving

Innovation

Reduced Carbon
Footprint

By implementing autonomous
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supply chain, available manpower can
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via the Camello app not only deliver a

delivery couriers roaming and
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better customer experience, but

searching for buildings to drop off

collect customer data, location info

food and packages.

robots cannot do.

and buying habits as valuable
information and feedback.

Use Cases

Intra-logistics in Larger Facilities
Camello can be used within larger facilities (such as malls, condos, gated
communities) to transport goods, supplies or other resources within the facility.

Delivery
Contactless delivery to the customers door for food services, groceries or other
consumer goods.

Small Parcel Services
Small parcel delivery from postal or courier services.

How Camello
integrates into
the last-mile
delivery process

1. At the distribution hub, the parcel
is loaded on to Camello, and
order information is uploaded

4. After collection,Camello

using the Web Application

returns to the base station
autonomously, ready for the
next order to be taken

2. Camello then autonomously
navigates to the collection
point at the stipulated time

3. Customer receives collection
notification via App, and
unlocks Camello compartment
with QR code to collect parcel

Camello App
Deliveries are unlocked via the Camello
app. The process is as follows:

1. Recipient will receive notification once
the robot arrives at the collection
point.
2. Recipient scans the QR code
displayed on Camello’s screen
3. Compartment hatch will open QR
code is successfully scan
4. Tap 'Finish' on the mobile app to
close the compartment and complete
the order.
5. Camello will automatically return or
continue to the next destination.

#OTSAWSPEAKS

The Future of Last Mile Delivery
OTSAW CEO and founder Ling Ting Ming shares his vision for Camello, and
the future of robotics in the post-COVID world.
View on YouTube

For more about Camello, contact us at
sales@otsaw.com

